
 

ARSENAL CHALLENGE: SUNDAY 10/9 COMMUNICATIONS 

The mission of Bell Bank Park is to provide athletes and families a safe, friendly, and high quality experience. 

Bell Bank Park is one of the largest youth sports complex in North America and the world, with a number of 
diverse events being held daily.  With such a high volume of guests, traffic patterns and parking is pertinent to 
ensure a positive visitor experience. 

Please refer to the accompanied maps for directions to the park, entrance exit points and admissions 
entrances for Sunday 10/9. 

Ticketing/ Admission Entrance 
Visitors are highly encouraged to pre buy their admissions tickets prior to the event.  Daily and length of event 
tickets for the Arsenal Challenge can be found at the following link. 
 
Arsenal Challenge Showcase Tickets at Bell Bank Park in Mesa by Legacy Sports | Tixr 

It is recommended that visitors enter through ticketing/ admissions entrances that are closest to their 
assigned fields of competition. 

Parking lot 7 will be closed on Sunday to Soccer Traffic. 

https://www.tixr.com/groups/legacysports/events/arsenal-challenge-showcase-52384


 

EXIT ONLY

Entrance/ Exit

Entrance/ Exit

Bell Bank Park has a number of ways to enter the facility.  In route to the facility we highly recommend approaching from the South using the Higley Road and Power Road Exits off of the 
202.  From both of these exits you can access Pecos and approach the facility from the South by using Ellsworth Road.  Please refer to the above map when accessing the facility entrance 
and exit points.   

Entrance and Exit shown above are numbered in order of suggested priority for all Soccer traffic.  We anticipate most of the Rally traffic on Sunday to enter from entrance point 3 and exit 
through point 2.  PLEASE NOTE, POINT 2 IS EXIT ONLY ON SUNDAY 

Please note there will be no ticketing and admissions from the East Side of the facility between fields 4 and 14. 

Please factor in additional travel time when traveling to the facility this weekend.
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